MGCSA received $1575 from GCSAA for participation in regional seminar which goes to the Scholarship Fund. 61 participants attended the March session. Some thought to opening up registration two weeks earlier for MGCSA members...Look for presentation by Minnesota Safety Council concerning Employee Right to Know laws...Applications for GCSAA membership available from Rick Fredericksen, Andy Lindquist, Mike Netzel, or Keith Scott...Speakers are all lined up for Annual Conference. Good work Dan Hanson, Andy Lindquist, Kerry Glader, and Jim Nicol...March Mini Seminar had 222 registered, 37 no shows. Netted $1713 for us...92 members preregistered for the April meeting at New Prague. New golf fashions included stocking hats and ski jackets for those who played...Lunch fees for lifetime members are waived at our June, July and October meetings by Board action. We hope to encourage their attendance at monthly meetings and recognize their lifetime contribution to Minnesota Golf. Major events will still require payment of registration fees...Follow this column for info on Board of Directors meetings...Please return donations for Research Fund Drive as soon as possible. Return your benefits to the future of golf...Research Committee is reviewing funding of the Poa/Bent competition project headed by Howard Kaerwer...Have a nice trip to Japan, Howard...Look for legislation concerning Community Right to Know in the future. This may include 24 hour waiting periods after the application of golf course chemicals before reentry. Contact your legislator for more information...Consider the book, The Dose Makes the Poison by Dr. M. Alice Otoboni as recommended by Dr. Elliot Roberts, speaker at our April meeting...Many thanks to those who have submitted articles to HOLE NOTES...We need more! 500 words or one typewritten page is all we need. Put your thoughts on paper now!...Many 9 hole operations have difficulties affording new equipment. Consider using experienced equipment to fill your needs. See your dealer or our classified ads for info...Classified ads are FREE to MGCSA members...MTI announces a new phone number for PARTS ORDERS ONLY 475-0026...MGCSA President Keith Scott has been appointed to the Chapter Relations Committee of GCSAA. Let Keith know if you have any problems with this fine organization...Hope the Grand Opening at Becker's Pebble Creek goes well...Look for a new 18 hole course in Rhinelander soon...Cuyuna CC is adding another 9 holes...as is Amery and Cumberland...Don Herfort has been hired to develop plans for an 18 hole golf course in Mandan, North Dakota...Many reports of poa damage in the state. Dessication and ice damage appear to be the culprits...SEE YOU AT EDENVALE-MAY 8.
The Following were reinstated:

Keith Johnson (Bll), Midland Hills Country Club
Brad Harne (E), Johnson Nursery
Ronald Noyce (Bll), Purple Hawk Country Club

SCHOLARSHIP

The Harold Stodola Memorial Scholarship is presently excepting applications. The one year grant is available to students who have completed the first year of a two year turfgrass technical program, or the second or third year of a four year turfgrass program. The applicants must also be either a Minnesota resident, or be working for an MGCSA member. Applications are available by contacting the MGCSA office at 612/927-4643. Deadline for applying is July 1, 1989.

TURF TIPS

Where and when possible, water early in the day or at the base of plant material and use sprinklers which disperse water close to the ground. This will result in plant material being wet for shorter periods of time thus limiting amount of disease which can occur. For example, consider black knot; under optimum temperature only six hours of moisture are necessary for infection to occur.

From Kevin Schmidt, Assistant Golf Course Superintendent, Lafayette Club:

We at Lafayette Club had no way other than a floor jack to get equipment off the floor to work on it. To solve this I made a ramp system made of 2 x 12 to get them off the floor. We made 2 boxes 8' long and one 2' long for three wheel equipment and three six foot removable ramps. They are all lag bolted together and counter sunk so not to pop tires. These boxes are very mobile and are great for getting equipment off the ground to power spray the underside of machines and rotary decks. It is easy to get under equipment on a creeper for greasing or etc.

FOR YOUR COMPLETE IRRIGATION NEEDS

Irrigation Supply, Inc.
2963 Yorkton Ind. Blvd.
Little Canada, MN 55117
(612) 483-4300

Valve Boxes
Sch 40 Fittings
PVC & Poly Pipe
Pumps & Accessories
1" Heavy Duty Water Hose
Wire & Watertight Connectors
Galvinized & PVC Swing Joints

IPS
Glues & Primers

RAIN O-MAT
Sprinklers
Hose Rings
Hose Rollers
Brass Impacts
Valve & Keys
Quick Coupler